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Overview today

■ Questions about previous stuff?

■ Open mode, John Cleese

■ Luc Ferrari: open mode in composition, in practice (14min. video)

■ Monos, analysis of soundtrack (3min. video)

■ Assessment details
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Summarizing last sessions

When analyzing film fragments, we’ve focused mainly on the soundtrack part.

Soundtrack has a large influence on the experience of the audience, on how much s/he is immersed in the film. 

As a filmmaker I’m searching how to bring the audience into a mode of feeling before understanding, by 
conveying experiences or moods.

Analysis happens after the creation. Things may easily seem to ‘mean’ more than originally intended (i.e. David 
Lynch)

If meaning arises in viewer, how to construct a piece of art in the first place?

Poetic logic, internal coherence…
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The moods of creativity
from John Cleese’s lecture on creativity, 1991

Closed mode

Impossible to be creative. Active, anxious, 
purposeful.

■ “By the “closed mode” I mean the mode that we are in most 
of the time when we are at work. We have inside us a feeling 
that there’s lots to be done and we have to get on with it if 
we’re going to get through it all. It’s an active—probably 
slightly anxious—mode, although the anxiety can be exciting 
and pleasurable. It’s a mode which we’re probably a little 
impatient, if only with ourselves. It has a little tension in it, 
not much humor.”

Open mode

Relaxed, lets us play, and play lets us be creative

■ “The open mode, is a relaxed, expansive, and less purposeful mode 
in which we’re probably more contemplative, more inclined to humor 
(which always accompanies a wider perspective), and, consequently, 
more playful.”

■ “It’s a mood in which curiosity for its own sake can operate because 
we’re not under pressure to get a specific thing done quickly. We 
can play, and that is what allows our natural creativity to surface.”

Cleese roughly distinguishes two moods we can be in, two ‘modes of operation’:

We need to be able to switch back and forth between the two. Open mode when thinking about a problem, but 
switch to closed mode to implement it.
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The open mode

Five things needed to get into the open mode

1. Space
– Create space/time oasis for yourself, away from demands. A location sealed off from distractions of 

noise, screens, anxiety of ‘doing it right’ etc. A playground.
– In times of corona-lockdown this might be harder than usual, since the distinction between our usual 

activities and quiet time may be less clear. 
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The open mode

2. Time 
– Give play a specific period of time. Cleese suggests min. 90 minutes, because in the first 30 your mind 

will race, because

“…it's easier to do trivial things that are urgent than it is to do 
important things that are not urgent, like thinking. 

And it's also easier to do little things we know we can do, than to 
start on big things that we're not so sure about.”
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The open mode

3. Time 
– Stick with problem longer. Persist on an idea beyond the easy solution; embrace the anxiety and unease 

of not having a solution or decision.

“I was always intrigued that one of my Monty Python colleagues seemed to be more talented 
than I was but did never produce scripts as original as mine. And I watched for some time and 
then I began to see why. If he was faced with a problem, and fairly soon saw a solution, he was 
inclined to take it. Even though he knew the solution was not very original.”

Cleese reacted differently than his colleague:

“Whereas if I was in the same situation, although I was sorely tempted to take the easy way out, 
and finish by 5 o’clock, I just couldn’t. I’d sit there with the problem for another hour-and-a-
quarter, and by sticking at it would, in the end, almost always come up with something more 
original.

My work was more creative than his simply because I was prepared to stick with the 
problem longer.”
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The open mode

4. Confidence
– Play = experimentation, what if? When playing there is no such thing as a mistake. 

“The very essence of playfulness is an openness to anything that 
may happen. The feeling that whatever happens, it’s OK. So you 
cannot be playful if you’re frightened that moving in some direction 
will be “wrong”—something you “shouldn’t have done.”

Well, you’re either free to play, or you’re not.

So you’ve got to risk saying things that are silly and illogical and 
wrong, and the best way to get the confidence to do that is to know 
that while you’re being creative, nothing is wrong.

Nothing will stop you being creative so effectively as the fear of 
making a mistake.”

‘po’, the intermediate impossible:

yes – po – no  

(term coined by Edward De Bono, 
1973 Po: Beyond Yes and No)
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The open mode

5. Humor
– Relaxes, makes us more playful, gets us from closed to open mode quicker than anything else
– Creativity is like humor, combine two separate ideas to create new meaning
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The open mode

Things needed to get into the open mode

1. Space (quiet, undisturbed)

2. Time (time limit, 90min)

3. Time (stay with problem as long as possible)

4. Confidence (nothing is wrong)

5. Humor (quickest way from closed to open)
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Open mode in collaborations

Maintaining creativity in collaboration: might be useful to think of the open mode.

Bounce ideas back and forth: there is no right and wrong in play. 

– Your experience in music practice? 
– How do you collaborate? 
– How can collaboration with director benefit from an open mode? 
– When to switch to closed mode?
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Luc Ferrari: Facing 
his Tautology

Synopsis

Luc Ferrari: Facing his Tautology was recorded in France, during 
the initial stages of a new Ferrari production, a new version of his 
1969 piece Tautologos III. 

The score is actually nothing more than a set of rules, whose 
results are to be decided by the musicians' inspiration and Ferrari's 
sensibility. 

The film allows us an intimate glimpse of the composer's methods 
and centers on his relationship with the performers (which, in this 
case at least, amounts to the same).

Situation of fragment

Ferrari explains the rules of the piece to the musicians and they 
record the first layer together with the tape.

Full film (53 min.) can be found here: 
http://ubu.com/film/ferrari_tautology.html

Guy Marc Hinant & Dominique Lohlé, 2005
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Monos
Synopsis

Teenage commandos perform military training exercises by day and 
indulge in youthful hedonism by night, an unconventional family 
bound together under a shadowy force know only as The 
Organization. 

After an ambush drives the squadron into the jungle, both the 
mission and the intricate bonds between the group begin to 
disintegrate.

Situation of fragment

Ex.1 : celebration of bonding between two members of the group 
(15 minutes into the film) 

Ex.2 : sequence of passing time (75 minutes into the film) 

All examples can be found at: 
http://www.tomashendriks.com/inmics6

Alejandro Landes, 2019
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Monos

Functions of soundtrack in this fragment (ex.1)

■ Time – How does the soundtrack influence our experience of time?
– Defining the time in the film: in regards to story time, we are witnessing three events: preparation of the 

bedroom, Wolf and Lady kissing there and the night-time celebration around the fire afterwards.
– The music joins these last two story events. When for a brief moment the synchronous sound of 

cheering fades to the background (01:36), we experience time different, as if from a larger distance: for 
a moment it feels more like a flash-back because the music (embodied sound) gets the upper hand

■ Space - How does the soundtrack refer to a visual space?
– In the bedroom, the on-screen space is reflected in the sounds of faint water drops, which are part of 

the continuous ambience of that small enclosed cave-like space. The reverberation of 
direct/synchronous sounds of kissing/voices also help define that particular space.

– During the evening fire celebration, the acoustic quality of the cheers, gunshots and fire helps us 
understand we are outside, no civilization nearby

– The spaciousness (reverberation) of the music evokes large distances (the flute-like tones)
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Monos

■ Characters – What does the soundtrack tell us about the characters?
– Giving information about the characters: Wolf asking a question, Lady answering with more kisses
– Representation of characters perception: the ”whoosh-whooshes” in the music have a kind of arousing 

effect, like winding up a machine. I feel it is connected to the energy of the characters, of how they are 
winding themselves up all the time. The flute sounds have a child-like naivety to them, as if they could 
be played by one of the characters.

■ Audience - What does the soundtrack do for the audience?
– In the bedroom, our perspective of listening is very near-by the characters, during the scene outside we 

gain more distance. 
– The tempo is upped, more things are happening at the same time. Clear interchange of sounds and 

music around 01:36
– The moment W and L start kissing around the fire, the strings + flute set in, which initially feels like an 

abrupt melodramatic accentuation. However, the harmony doesn’t progress conventionally, it kind of 
trails off without anticipating or resolving anything, the consistency of the tremolos also seems to fail 
slowly. We could perhaps argue that this helps set our mode of engagement toward the characters and 
the story: they seem to wander aimlessly, with incidental ritual moments like this celebration that give 
structure to their existence.
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Monos

(Audience)
– Punctuation, disorientation, alienation

■ Story - What does the soundtrack tell us about the story?
– Does the music tell us how to interpret the story? At this point in the film, we don’t know very much 

about the characters and their position in the world yet. We are still getting to know them. We have seen 
in the scenes before that they are lead by a short man who works for ”The Organization” and have a 
Western woman captive.  

– Indication of where we are? Of historic time?
– The whoosh-whoosh sound often comes back later in the film, here it’s the first time we hear it

■ Syntax – How is the soundtrack placed within the audiovisual composition?
– Bedroom and evening celebration are connected through the music
– Rhythmical interplay between sound and music around 01:40
– Punctuation.. Underlining movements, placing accents with camera?
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Assessment
short paper 1000 - 2000 words, deadline June 22th

Choose a scene (of around 4 - 15 minutes) from a film and discuss the soundtrack, specifically paying attention to 
the 6 functions (time, space, character, audience, story, syntax)

■ Give short synopsis of the film and where the fragment is situated in the story

■ Make a breakdown of the audiovisual elements (in a table or any preferred structure)

■ Give equal attention to both sound and music

■ Try to weave in a few remarks about mise-en-scene and cinematography
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Assessment
short paper 1000 - 2000 words, deadline June 22th

Possible overall questions:

■ Why is the scene structured in this way?

■ What are the intentions of the filmmakers? What do they try to convey in this scene?

■ How does the soundtrack contribute to these intentions?

■ Why are certain choices made? Explain the choices made by the filmmakers
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Assessment
short paper 1000 - 2000 words, deadline June 22th

Scene suggestions (that I can put online if needed):

Time of the Wolf -- Michael Haneke (no music, opening scene 10min.)

Rosetta – Dardenne brothers (opening scene, no music)

Parasite – Bong Joon-ho (rain scene, 9 min.)

Headless Woman – Lucretia Martel (opening scene, 7 min.)

Enemy – Denis Villeneuve (film heavily relying on its music)
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